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Abstract

Methods & Results (Cont’d)

Software implementation of the architectural design
for the PORTAL-DOORS cyberinfrastructure
system for resource metadata management on the
semantic web has resulted in code for prototype
registries in various problem-oriented domains: the
GeneScene registry for genetics, ManRay for
nuclear medicine, BrainWatch for brain imaging
and neuropsychiatry, and BioPORT for biomedical
computing. These registries facilitate translational
bioinformatics by assuring globally unique
identification of resources while promoting
interoperability and enabling cross registry
searches between different specialty fields.

thus the information necessary to determine
eligibility of the resource for registration in the
particular PORTAL registry.
Various solutions for implementations that resolve
the circular reference problem include the following:
1) Splitting the resource description into a PORTAL
required portion and a DOORS permitted portion;
2) Using record status codes “Invalid”, “Pending”,
and “Valid” exchanged between PORTAL and
DOORS; 3) Using PORTAL resource tags instead of
DOORS resource descriptions to determine
eligibility; and 4) Building an alternative design that
combines both PORTAL and DOORS services into a
single component instead of separate components.
This new scheme called the “combined”
PORTAL-DOORS design can coexist together with
the original scheme called the “separate” PORTALDOORS design. The combined design offers
significant advantages in enabling an efficient selfreferencing, self-describing, and bootstrapping
process amongst the core system constituents
(agents, registrants) and components (registrars,
registries, and directories).
Open source software with code for SQL and
UML models together with new XML-based schemas
and ontologies will be available for download from
www.portaldoors.org. Figs. 1 – 4 display design
principles, data structures, and an operational web
site for PDS draft version 0.5 implemented at
www.telegenetics.net now available for registration
of resources relevant to the problem-oriented
domains of the GeneScene, ManRay, BioPort, and
BrainWatch registries.

Introduction
The PORTAL-DOORS System (PDS) has been
designed as a resource metadata registering and
publishing system that addresses the current
“cybersilo” problem by facilitating a transition from
original web to semantic web, and by enabling cross
registry searches between different problem-oriented
domains1. Initial service interface schemas with basic
ontologies have been drafted for prototype registries
enabling the important example of pharmacogenomic
molecular imaging2 queries that demonstrate search
across multiple specialty domains. However, such
XML-based models represent only a piece of the
puzzle. A full implementation requires many other
components especially back-end databases and
front-end browser clients for the PORTAL registries
and DOORS directories. This presentation describes
the database models now implemented for PORTALDOORS including both the original design and a new
“bootstrapping” design.

Fig 1: Resource metadata registered and published by agents for search by users in the PORTAL-DOORS server networks.

Fig 2: PORTAL-DOORS server networks.

Fig 3: Relational data tables for NEXUS combined design server.

Conclusion
A new bootstrapping combined PORTAL-DOORS
design, together with the original separate PORTALDOORS design, has been implemented for the
GeneScene, ManRay, BioPORT, and BrainWatch
registries. The combined design has many important
advantages during early stages of PORTAL-DOORS
adoption and use. However, the separate design will
become useful when concerns about performance,
efficiency, and scalability become more significant.

Methods & Results
An iterative process of software development
beginning from both the UML perspective and the
SQL perspective resulted in code for both the original
PORTAL-DOORS design as well as a new alternative
design with distinct advantages. All essential design
concepts initially proposed1 have been successfully
retained in the software implementations. However,
one of the important design principles required
resolution of a circular reference: PORTAL registries
were designed to restrict registration of resource
metadata at each registry to those resources meeting
the criteria required for the problem-oriented domain
declared for that particular registry. At the same time,
DOORS directories were designed to publish the
resource descriptions providing the RDF triples and
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